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China's "Anti-Unfair Competition Law" has been introduced since 1993, various 
kinds of new acts of unfair competition are emerging. However, the existing 
"Anti-Unfair Competition Law" adopts enumerated acts of unfair competition. Only 
11 species of improper competition, many new acts of unfair competition law could 
not be included in the scope of the adjustment. There exist closed flaws. To this end, it 
is necessary to formulate a comprehensive general terms to allow flexibility to deal 
with the new situations and new problems that may emerge in the future. 
This paper is divided into five parts. The author analyses the current situation 
and its improvement of the general terms of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. The 
first part is the general terms outlined, dealing with the basic theoretical issues. From 
the perspectives of the meaning, origin and fuctions of general terms, this paper 
makes a more comprehensive description of the general terms. The second part is, 
mainly from the perspectives of the legal certainty and uncertainty, making legal 
analysis of the general provisions against unfair competition law .The third part is, 
from the perspective of Comparative Law, studying the provision of the general clause 
of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law both at home and abroad. The conclusion is that 
China's Anti-Unfair Competition Law should adopt outlined and citied mode which 
represents general practices and development of current Anti-Unfair Competition Law. 
In so doing, they can overcome the closed defects of the Anti-Unfair Competition 
Law and they can less the legal uncertainty by applying the general provisions. Part 
IV analyzes the current situation in general terms of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. 
After discussing some viewpoints and their basis on existence of general terms and 
specific details of China's Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the conclusion is that 
China’s Anti-Unfair Competition Law has the general provisions, i.e., No.2 of the act, 
but it is only a limited, imperfect general terms needed to be further improved. 
Meanwhile, this part expounds needs, elements, applicable rules and the use of 
judicial of the general terms of China's Anti-Unfair Competition Law. The fifth part 
deals with improving the design of the general terms of the Anti-Unfair Competition 














and their the authority, legal obligations to consumers, the right to appeal and so on . 
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第一章  反不正当竞争法一般条款概述 2
 









































第一章  反不正当竞争法一般条款概述 3 
法、专利法、著作权法比作是冰山的一角，而反不正当竞争法则是冰山的基座，
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